VICTORY CAMPAIGN FUND IS $300,000

Campaign Making Great Strides in 6 Conferences

Work Being Pushed in Other Conferences With Leaders Enthusiastic Over Great Response for the Needs of Young Students and Growth of the College—Plan Work to Make It Great Success.

The remarkable progress that is being made in the Victory Fund Campaign throughout the Indiana Central constituency gives abundant evidence of several encouraging facts. Our people, with very few exceptions, are determined to do their share in reaching the goal for the Ministerial Pension Fund, and they think this accomplishment should not be longer delayed. We are determined to give more encouragement to young people to go out and sell and provide the strongest possible facilities in Indiana Central College for their assistance. The people of our constituency are convinced that the training of a strong Christian leadership is a vital factor for Christian influences in the world and in building a Christian community. They also feel that with reasonable sacrifice all of the needs of the college can be met and the total goal can be reached.

On October 1 President Good and the faculty, the students, and the administration of this campaign went to Wisconsin and Minnesota for a period of three weeks. Nearly all of the charges in Wisconsin had at least a partial solicitation, while Minnesota and Davenport in Minnesota joined in a fine way in building up the total amount pledged. Nearly all of the other charges in Minnesota are still to be solicited, but it is planned that these charges will secure their full amount for the Ministerial Pension Fund during this conference year.

On Sunday, October 25, the work was again taken up in St. Joseph County in the Pure Districts, which will be followed in the Huntington District, the Plymouth District, then to the Elkhart District, and finally the solicitation in the Fort Wayne District will be completed just before the holidays. The plan is to take up the work again in the White River Conference.

Up to November 1 the amounts

Editor Is Inducted, Army Claims Bogle

Victor Bogle, associate editor of The Reflector, and newly elected editor of the Oracle, junior yearbook, has entered the armed service. Mr. Bogle, Inducted October 6, was a junior in the field of journalism. Besides the above mentioned positions, he was president of Zeta Sigma Literary society and co-chairman of the social committee of the S. C. A.

Notice, Upper Rooms Available

City students desiring upper room worship booklet may have them free of charge by calling at the Readers Guide desk in the College library.

The annual Indiana Central College Alumni luncheon was held in the Gold Room at the Hotel Washington Friday noon, October 22nd. Russell Alden, president.

The honor roll, including alumni and former students now in the armed forces, was presented by Sheldon Key, president of the Alumni association. Music for the luncheon was provided by two Indiana Central students, Misses Mary Alice McFall, violinist, and John Rider, baritone. Both were accompanied by Miss Marcella Chaffee, pianist.
WE ARE PROUD OF MR. SMITH

We want to point out one faculty member who seems to have the old "Central Spirit" still within him, despite war conditions. Mr. D. L. Smith was the only faculty member present at the recent Halloween party. We really don't enjoy having him there and would have enjoyed having more of said body present.

SPECIAL CLiQUES

In life we meet those people that appeal to us. They may be of things that we want or the same appreciations, but at any event we are attracted to them and they to us. While at the other end are those persons who irritate us and make us feel uncomfortable. We don't like what they have and their life isn't ours. In between—the happy medium—fall the masses, who neither appeal nor repel. Because of these tendencies and powers we are divided by what we call, the pride and joy of our mother. One day this little albino flew off on a pleasure jaunt and disappeared. His family was frantic, as you can well imagine, until finally, at dusk the little fellow returned, all dusty, bedraggled and dog-tired. "Where have you been?" cried his mother. "I don't know," said he, "I've been in the meanest badminton game you ever saw!"

Congratulations, Dr. Morgan! Why keep this a secret? Little did we know that among all his accomplishments in the Science line that Dr. Morgan also is a basketball player? At least that's what one of the leading Indianapolitan newspapers in the Sunday edition tells us... Perhaps if all of our basket ball players leave for the army, the faculty can help us out!

Angry Pa: "What do you mean by bringing my daughter in at this hour of the morning?"
Gay Blode: "Had to be at work at seven!"

If you have never collected pumpkins in a corn field with a gang of Centrafiles for decoration for Halloween you haven't done anything yet! If you can't believe me, ask Freshman Dorothy Rollins. Well, after all—she couldn't help it if she got lost—she is a city girl and it was W.U."

I knew a girl named Passion, I asked her for a date. I took her out to dinner. Gee! How passionate!

Straw is something put into certain kinds of cloth. Cloth is used in making hats. Hats are those peculiar things balanced on top of women's heads. Therefore, women's hats are the last straw.

Leeman "Coach" Witsman: "Lemme take your pen."
Earl "Rusty" Taylor: "Sure."
Coach: "Got some paper?"
Rusty: "Here."
Coach: "Goin past the mall box?"
Rusty: "Sure."
Coach: "Wait till I finish this letter, will you?"
Rusty: "Sure."
Coach: "Got a stamp?"
Rusty: "Here."
Coach: "Thanks! What's your girl's address?"
J. Moley: "What is an optimist?"
Askin: "An optimist is a cross-eyed man who is thankful he isn't bowlegged.
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LOOK AT OUR CAMPUS

Some people are making an excuse of the war running their duty in the everyday things of life.

This is glaringly framed in gold letters after one looks at our once beautiful campus. Conditions have been sadly neglected now for some time and it is time the student body participating in this takes time and it is time the

In the other end are those persons who irritate us and would have us.

A family of sparrows we know were blessed with one little albino baby—very white and very pretty—when the father was away. Little bird was left alone, but happy.

During November as clean-up day, with

We are giving our best to bring about a permanent Christian peace. It is not enough to fight the battles without giving our best to bring about a world condition that can be just and stable. Only the Christian standard of unselfishness in the political, social and economic realms can be considered as the basis for a stabilized peace.

While we are giving emphasis to the promotion of the war and toward the building of stable world conditions, we must face the necessity of training Christian leaders for the days to come. Let us not overlook the fact that Christian teachers and Christian leaders in every profession will be needed when this war is over and that out of the ranks of Christian young people must come those who will make up this Christian leadership in the future. It is not wise for young people to take a short-sighted view of life.

The present conditions will pass in a year, or two or three, and the many years of life will lie out ahead with their success largely determined by the preparation that will be made during the next few years.

The hundreds of people who are being visited from week to week with reference to the Victory Campaign and are making pledges are giving the best proof of the deep interest in the church and its young people, and in making their pledges they are expressing their active interest and hope in the future. What could be more encouraging to our church and friends of the college than the results that have been achieved and the results that are being achieved from week to week?

No friend of the college should wait until he is solicited. All of those who have not yet made pledges should send in the largest gift possible by check or by war stamps at the earliest possible date. These gifts should be counted to the individual. Checks should be made out to The Victory Fund and can be sent to the college.

TESTING TIME IS HERE

In order to discover the evidence of progress there is necessarily a testing time. Though this time is not particularly enjoyable and all approach it with a faint heart, it generally accomplishes its purpose.

The testing time is just around the corner for the students of Indiana Central. This week, November 2 to 7, is the eighth week of this term, the mid-term examinations, and we hope that every student will profit not only from an academic standpoint but from a spiritual standpoint as well. Since students are supposedly taking their work more seriously in these times, the law of recency may not be as severely overlooked. If your reporter were to write a book upon "How to Win Hundred and Twenty-Over Examinations," the theme would be to prepare daily, for there's a reckoning day coming—and now.

BUY UNITED STATES BONDS

The name of INDIANA CENTRAL COLLEGE

By buying U. S. bonds in the name of Indiana Central College, you will help the U. S. Government, and the bonds will be credited to the college. At the same time help Indiana Central Colleges and the Victory Campaign. The cost of the bonds will be credited on Victory Fund pledges.

HELP BOTH CAUSES WITH THE SAME MONEY

(Contributors should purchase Series F or Series G Defense Bonds in the name of Indiana Central College, a Corporation.)
"I Love Life" by Mana Zorza, "The Last Goodnight" by Flotow, "Something Seems Tingling" by Frelim, were the musical selections accompanied by Miss Glick, in a program for the Welfare Lunch of the Women's Memorial Club, Thursday, October 21.

To some, grand opera is unintre- 

table, but to the Central students, who were privileged to see "La Bohème" grand opera means delightful entertainment. It was presented by Charles Wagner's Opera Company on Monday, October 10, at the English Theater.

The opera was severely criticized because of its free translation, but let us give due credit to Giuseppe Dambrosio, the conductor, for some of the stimulation.

"La Bohème" is one of the few operas in which there is no arias, but this is hardly apparent, as the two principal arias, "Hoa, Aimer!" by Sonya and-Francois Greer as Musetta— 

prove the attraction.
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Autumn comes as a cheery note before the approach of a long, long winter. Let us then drink deeply of the last days of the season. We will try to see the world as a day with the sun shining in a vast sky of blue; green, red, and rust-colored leaves falling, spattering in the wind; the hazy gold of the distant woodlands; the harvest of the fields; the old church tower with the Artistic Touch of the One Great Painter; and I become aware of the world in a fact of all God's grace.

I like the two following quotations from Whitman and Shakespeare. Namely:

"The tints of autumn—a mighty flower garden, blossoming under the spell of the enchantress, Froot!" and

"The seeming autumn, big with rich increase, hearten the worn-out borders of the prime."

Autumn—no matter how beautiful—has in it a touch of sadness, a foreboding of something to come and I have chosen three favorites to express this thought better.

The year's in the wave, there is nothing adorning. The night has no eye, but in the light of an early morning. Cold winter gives warning."

A moral character is attached to autumnal scenes; the leaves, falling like our years, the flowers fading like the bow that is reflected, the illusions, the light dimming like our intelligence, the sun growing colder like our affections, the rivers becoming frozen like our lives—all bear secret messages to humanity.

- GIAUROSAIAN

"The melancholy days are come, the shadow of the year. Of waiting winds, and naked, wood and meadows, brown and seren. Helped in the hollows of the grove, the autumn leaves lie dead. They rustle to the edging grass, and are gone."

The robin and the ween, are flower and from the shrubs the fay. And from the wood top calls the thrush thru all the gloomy days.

- WILLIAM CULLEN BRYAN

Gym Floor Refinished For Basketball

The Army left the floor of the gymnasium on November 25th. At this time the floor was in poor condition, with the floor boards frayed and cracked. After a thorough cleanup and the application of a new coat of gym seal, the floor is in is again in top notch condition for the hardwood season.

George Crowe
Crowe, who is a senior and has seen first team action all three years, will be back to fill his fourth year as consistent point guard and mainstay of the team's defensive action.

Coach for Greyhounds

Don Saylor
Don, senior from New Albany, is finishing his third year on the varsity this year. Saylor is especially solid at long shots and man to man defense.

Football on Campus

Intra-mural football, touch style, has been organized on the campus. Six teams have been chosen and a lot of rivalry has developed. Extras have taken the games that several shoulders, knees and arms have called for medical attention.

At present there are two teams who remain undefeated. From all probabilities, this should be a good note when those two equally matched teams meet.

Healed by George Crowe and Bob Noel, these teams have a versatile attack. Crowe's team has a good running combination and Noel's team boasts a goodpassing attack.

Uniforms—Not Army

By A. W. BRUDER

Five o'clock! It's time to get up to wait table on the tables. Those days are gone—forever at least. These men with them brought to each meal a spirit of friendliness and a kindly interest. Presently this year, the waitresses all came out with smiling faces and two new uniforms for each. The uniforms are green and having stunts on the cuffs very attractive, being tan trimmed in the short sleeves.

Bonne Hoekstra, a freshman and head waitress, proved very efficient in her supervision of work during the stay of the soldiers, and she is now managing the students at meal times with efficiency and ability.

National Art Week

Exhibit Presented In Art Department

Mrs. Helen Mowery, head of the art department, has announced that in observance of National Art Week there is a new art exhibit in Room 302. The exhibit of designs, portraits, watercolors and oil, is selected from the 1941-42 class at the John Herron Art Institute.

Sports Field

The sports field is in full swing and is being used to the fullest. The teams have been staged on the college gridiron. Eight teams have been named by the intra-mural management and are captained by upper class students chosen at random by the committee. Games are played three or four times weekly, and feelings run high in these battles.

Refugee From Nazism

Visited Campus

Dr. Wilhelm Schaberg, German refugee scholar and author, visited our campus last Monday. He is a representative of the World Student Service Fund.

Dr. Schaberg, who lost his German citizenship in 1935, is interested in world power, is the author of several books including "Light and Shadow of the West," "The Peace Dividend of the United States," "Politics and the Beautiful Mind," and "Mussolini." Prior to the rise of the Nazi regime in Germany, Dr. Schaberg was a Peace Broker in the German Youth Movement.

He received his doctorate in political science in 1920 from the University of Cologne and since that time has traveled and lectured in 24 countries, including Russia, and is a member of the Friends of Freedom group. It was Dr. Schaberg's last stop in the United States before he leaves on a lecture tour in South America.